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- The mystery of Antarctica's GREEN ice: NASA images reveal strange phenomenon caused by plankton
- Expert warns of collapse at Fukushima reactor: 'It would be the end of Japan'... New photos show serious structural damage at Unit 2... 'It's a fantasy' that they can decommission plant
- David Morgan on why you MUST own silver or gold, silver shortage, market crash 2017, GLD & SLV
- Gruesome Warnings Of Tribulation Now Coming True Before Our Eyes - 'Cannibal News Network'
- CNN Falls To New Lows - 'Martial Law And Collapse Are Still In The Cards, They Just Haven't Been Dealt Yet'
- TONIGHT ON HAGMANN AND HAGMANN---Cannibalism, Antarctica and the Coming Great Deception: Steve Quayle AND SPECIAL GUEST WITH STEVE, TALKING ABOUT MIND BLOWING REVELATIONS FROM BOTH THE SOUTH POLE AND NORTH POLE
• BREAKING: 'Japan Is Ready To 'First Strike' North Korea Right Now!!
• BREAKING: 'Japan Is Ready To 'First Strike' North Korea Right Now!!
• China Warns of Nuclear First Strike in Response to THAAD Deployment
• TV PATENT #US6506148B2: Nervous System Manipulation [Television Programming]
• The Conflict Within The Deep State Just Broke Into Open Warfare It is an extraordinarily defining moment in American history when the director of the FBI publicly declares that there is no such thing as 'absolute privacy' in the U.S.
• Assange Presser: CIA 'Lost Control' Then Covered Up, 'Historic Act Of Devastating Incompetence'
• Will There Be ET Disclosure? The Pope, ET's, the Brookings Report, Cydonia and Giza
• We Can Now Use DNA To Store Everything From A Movie To An Amazon Gift Card The oldest storage system in the world might be the key to future-proofing our modern data.
• What's behind pop culture's enthrallment with cannibalism? :Have you noticed that cannibalism as become a meme in our sick culture?
• Welcome to Pleistocene Park: Russians scientists reveal plan to restore part of Arctic Siberia to its Ice Age condition (complete with lab-grown woolly mammoths)
• FLASHBACK; MILITARY RESEARCHERS DEVELOP CORPSE-EATING ROBOTS: 'CANNABOTS' -SQ-WORD; The Defense Department is funding research into battlefield robots that power themselves by eating human corpses. What could possibly go wrong?
• MOST DETAILED COVERAGE---Giant 3,000-year-old statue of Pharaoh Ramses II found buried in a Cairo slum is hailed as 'one of the most important discoveries ever'
• Why Is General Mattis Nominating the 'Muslim Brotherhood's Stooge'?
• House Republicans would let employers demand workers' genetic test results
• WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON? (PART THREE) : Trump would not be a pleasant experience for the paid protesters, vagina hat wearing feminazis, and the safe space anti-free speech lefties on campuses across the land.
• The Cannibal Horror Movie Raw Is Deliciously Real Pardon the puns, but this unusual, French coming-of-age story really hits the spot.
• CNN's Reza Aslan Faces Backlash After Eating Part of a Human Brain While Filming with Hindu Cannibal Sect
• Muslims Call for Marriage to Christian Women to 'Strengthen' Islam in Spain
• Preppers Stuck In Cities: Elite Chartering 'Getaway Boats in Case of Manhattan Emergency'
• Sen. Paul says House GOP leaders 'pulling wool over Trump's eyes' on Obamacare repeal bill